DESCRIPTION

Press releases, research reports, election pamphlets, and association newsletters published by the Arizona Tax Research Association between 1940 and 1947. The research reports were compiled by the Association about the expenditures of state departments, 1942-1944, including the Arizona Game & Fish Commission, the State Tax Commission, the Arizona State Teachers College, and the Arizona State Hospital. The report on the Arizona State Hospital includes paragraphs on Japanese and Indian patients and charts of farm production at the hospital. Also present are typed digests of bills of the 17th State Legislature, 1945.

1 box, .25 linear ft.

HISTORICAL NOTE

Organized in Arizona; its goal was to promote a united effort to reduce government expenditures and reduce taxes. Henry G. Boice was President in 1941; Frank Snell was Secretary.

RELATED MATERIAL


ACQUISITION

Unknown.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

Kim Frontz prepared this finding aid in May 2010.